NEW SOURCES OF CAPITAL FOR INSURERS
ATTRACTIVE NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVESTORS

Today more than ever, the global insurance industry needs capacity to grow
and thrive. At the same time, investors everywhere are hungry for stable,
uncorrelated investments.
We were built to overcome both challenges by connecting global insurance
markets with the global capital markets, bringing transparency, efficiency and
performance - to all participants.
Vesttoo’s data-driven solution covers a wide range of “low severity, high frequency”
Life and P&C lines of business.

CEDENT'S BENEFITS

INVESTOR'S OPPORTUNITY

• Strategically Relevant
• Capital Efficient
• Multi-line Coverage
• Long-term Committed Capacity
• Cost Efficient
• Fast time-to-market

• Uncorrelated to the Financial Markets
• True Portfolio Diversification
• Low-volatility Asset
• Full Transparency and Monitoring
• Entry to Previously Hard-to-Access Assets
• Competitive Returns

By uniting breakthrough AI-powered technology and data science with a global
team of deeply experienced engineers, programmers, insurance and asset
management professionals, Vesttoo provides data-driven risk modeling, greater
AI-POWERED
TECHNOLOGY
transparency for all participants, and faster execution.
Our breakthrough, AI-powered risk modeling is uniquely positioned to analyze and model
the large volumes of complex data associated with insurance liabilities. We analyze hundreds
of models and perform thousands of tests in order to select the optimal risk model. Our AI
enables our multi-line, multi-year approach, allowing cedents to source the capacity they
need and investors to find the opportunities that fit their appetites.
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Vesttoo connects the insurance industry and capital markets by
combining breakthrough AI-powered technology and unparalleled
expertise in fintech, insurance, and asset management so that insurers
have the capacity they need to thrive, and investors have opportunities to
diversify with confidence.

CONNECT TO VALUE

OUR EXPERIENCE SPEAKS VOLUMES
$3.7B

Capacity Placed since 2018

Hundreds of transactions
Covering a Wide Range of Life
and P&C Lines of Business
We work with well-established
global insurers, renowned
financial institutions, and large
multinational brokers
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